
Tips for Parents by Susie Kohl 

A Quiet Place to Call Our Own  

F I’M AROUND PEOPLE RIGHT NOW, I might bite someone,” a four-year-old explained. 

She wanted to stay in the quiet space she had created for herself in the play yard rather 

than go inside. This rare insight for a preschooler is one most of us can understand. The 

“stimulation” of relating to others, no matter how satisfying, can wear us down. Adults have 

more inner resources, including the ability to mentally “check out,” when their nervous systems 

have experienced too many demands. However, if we picture the stress of a large family gather-

ing or mandatory work party, we can better understand why a child needs a break from “people 

time.”   

Parents today wisely remove a child from the overstimulation of a crowded birthday party or res- 

taurant by going outside, rather than adding to the child’s upset by get-ting angry. At school we 

often take over-excited children on walks. We also offer something the four-year-old who 

needed to be away from people had provided for herself—a secret hideaway.  

You probably remember the importance of having a secret hideout as a child—a snug space 

where you could think your own thoughts and indulge in nurturing fantasies. My hideout was 

under the aromatic branches of a eucalyptus tree. Although I felt hidden, I wasn’t entirely out 

of view. However, the low branches provided enough screen for me to feel I was in my own 

world. I point this out because when adults create “hidden” spaces for children, they still have 

to be able to see them.  

Fortunately, children only need the semblance of an enclosure—a blanket over two chairs, a 

lace curtain over the space under a desk, a hidden space under the play yard’s stairs. The sense 

of not being seen allows the child to stop responding to the external world and access the 

comforting world of her own thoughts.  

Older children benefit from private places too. They often find hideouts in the outdoors or set up 

temporary structures somewhere in the house. It’s helpful for children to have a place to retreat 

when they’re upset or overwhelmed. The hideaway becomes a comforting buffer where children 

can learn to restore their balance.  

Remember, as children we often called our hideaway a “fort”—well named for its ability to 

shield us from all the demands and expectations of the world. As busy adults, we still need “for-

tresses” where we can hide for a while and build our inner resources. Again, we only have to 

designate a space for self-care—the chair we reserve for ourselves, the yoga mat that begins our 

relaxation, the garden bench outside our office. We only need to tell ourselves that we need a 

break from people time so we don’t “bite someone.” We can provide a model for our children by 

saying, “I’m making this a special space where I can be alone.” 
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